Ryan ND co-sponsors brief in Bakke court case

by Michael Ridenour
Staff Reporter

The offering of a mass for Social Justice near the steps of the Administration Building was tenta-

tively decided upon by some 200 students and faculty in LaFortune lounge last night. The mass would be offered tomorrow at 12:15 p.m. to support the groundkeepers fight against the University.

Signs announcing the finalized plans for the mass will be posted this afternoon.

Tom Soma, Student Body vice-

president, said petitions protesting the University's decision to perma-

nently lay off the groundkeepers Nov. 1 will be collected at the close of mass. The petitions will be presented to Fr. Theodore Hes-

burgh, University president, this Friday.

Soma said the meeting last night for three reasons: to show concern for the groundkeepers, to set the facts straight about the whole situation and to decide what course of action to take.

"I am disturbed about the way this thing is progressing. The timing of the lay-offs is question-

able," Soma stated.

"Last year, I put a laundry proposal," he continued, "and the Administration shot me down be-

cause they accused me of trying to put people out of work. Now with the groundkeeping situation, the University appears contradictory."

The petitions, which students can sign at the dining halls, "will hopefully make Hesburgh respond," Soma said. Along with petitions, Soma called for letters to be written to the Administration as well as to the Observer protesting the University action. "We must keep the heat on," he emphasized.

"I am disturbed about the way this thing is progressing. The timing of the lay-offs is question-

able," Soma stated.

"Last year, I put a laundry proposal," he continued, "and the Administration shot me down be-

cause they accused me of trying to put people out of work. Now with the groundkeeping situation, the University appears contradictory."

The petitions, which students can sign at the dining halls, "will hopefully make Hesburgh respond," Soma said. Along with petitions, Soma called for letters to be written to the Administration as well as to the Observer protesting the University action. "We must keep the heat on," he emphasized.

Other ideas for protesting the University's decision included us-

ing the upcoming Southern Cali-

fornia football game. Showing signs in the stands plus alerting incoming media, it was suggested, "would hopefully give maximum coverage to the conflict."

Another suggestion called for a student demonstration blocking en-

trance to the Administration Build-

ing. Sending mail-agents to dignitaries around the country was also brought up.

Ed Gaffney, chairman of a committee for Social Justice, said that Hesburgh is a powerful ally because he has an unblemished record when it comes to human rights. "Hesburgh is a great strength for us," Gaffney noted.

Ricardo Parra, head of the Midwest Council of La Raza, said he would try to make the issue (continued on page 4)

by Michael Villani
Staff Reporter

Notre Dame has co-sponsored an amicus curiae brief concerning the case of Bakke v. the Board of Regents of the University of Cali-

fornia. An amicus curiae brief, according to Ferdinand N. Dillit, asst. dean of the Notre Dame Law School, is "a 'friend of the court' written argument serving to advise the court on a pending cause to which the party of the brief is not a party."

Upon petitioning and obtaining permission from the US Supreme Court to file an advisory brief, an organizat-

ion formulates its written argu-

ment and sends it to the Supreme Court for referral pur-

poses. According to David Link, dean of the Law School, "the University offered its name to such a brief. We expressed our general support of a brief filed by the universities of Pennsylvania, Stanford, Harvard and Columbia."

Further support of the brief, continued Link, "was given by Brown, Duke, Georgetown, MIT, Vanderbilt, and Villanova."

The Bakke case has received more briefs than any other case in the history of the Supreme Court, as stated Link. It has gained nation-

al wide attention, he continued, be-

cause of its concern with Affirma-

tive Action and racially-preferential policies.

At present, the State of Califor-

nia has ruled in favor of Alan Bakke and his acceptance into the Uni-

versity of California-Davis Medical School. Today, however, the Supreme Court will review the record of this case in an effort to render a legal opinion on it.

According to Link, "the amicus curiae brief supported by Notre Dame tries to set preferential treatment systems into a proper perspective for the court. It urges, he continued, a reversal of the case and asks for it to be re-heard in order to get a better definition of the preferential treat-

ment issue in this case."

"In sponsoring this brief," he said, "Notre Dame takes the position of supporting preferential treatment systems of admission."

by Mark Perry
Staff Reporter

Special Student Buying Power cards which will enable Notre Dame students to get discounts at selected stores in the Michiana area and participating shops across the country will be distributed on Thursday and Friday from 1 to 5 p.m. at the Student Government Office in LaFortune.

John Ryan, Administrative As-

sistant for the Student Government and chairman of the buying card program, said that students only need to present their ID's to receive the cards. He added that students can pick up cards for their friends if they have one ID's, but that each class will have a separate line. Ryan said that cards are also available to graduate students.

According to Ryan, the buying card program was initiated by former Student Body President Mike Osimen, and could have been put into effect at the begin-

ning of this year if the present administration had known about it.

The program, which is run by B & B Marketing, Inc. in New York, runs nationwide, Ryan said, and the cards can be used at shops who are in the program at other universities across the United States. Ryan added that some shops might display stickers indicating that they are involved in the program.
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BOYS WILL BE BOYS: The Dillon-Grace battle was renewed at the HPC meeting last night as Bob Hutchison, Dillon president, received a pie in the face from Jerry Castellini, Grace president. Castellini preceded his pitching performance with a short speech about the seriousness of the HPC. See details of the meeting on page 2. (photos by Doug Christian)
Czechs hijack
FRANKFURT, West Germany - Two uniformed airline employees brandishing pistols hijacked a Czechoslovak airliner yesterday on a domestic flight with 27 other persons aboard and surrendered a few hours later.

Noted novelist dies
SARASOTA, Fla. - Max Kinley Kantor, one of America's foremost novelists, died yesterday after a long bout with a heart ailment. He was 73. Kantor received worldwide acclaim and a Pulitzer Prize for "Andersonville," a 1966 novel about a Civil War prison camp.

New directories due after October break
by Suze Meyers
Students will soon be able to dispose of their temporary student directories. According to the Notre Dame Office of Printing and Publications, the permanent tele-
phone books will arrive from the printer at the end of the month. Since the office does not foresee any delays, students can expect to receive their books upon returning from mid-
semester break. The method of distribution has not yet been finalized.

Right to Life forum tonight
A Right to Life forum will be held tonight at 7 in Howard Hall. Discussing the problems of Right to Life will be Charles Rice, Prof. of Law, Kenneth Goodpasture, Asst. Prof. of Philosophy, Sarah Daughtery, Asst. Prof. of English and Theol. Emeritus Sotto.

Another Lonely Weekend?
Call St. Mary's Social Commission
PARTY LINE
Call to list you events with us, or call to find out what's happening!
4-5420

Soma asks HPC to protest layoffs
by Michael Lewis
Student Body Vice-President
Tom Soma asked the HPC 'Presi-
dent last night to join Student Government in support of the Notre Dame groundkeepers.

Weather
Closely this morning becoming mostly sunny during the afternoon.

On Campus Today
1:30 pm demonstration, suvon, for staff, c.e.©. aud.
3:25 pm seminar, "generation and removal of pollutants from atmospheric engines", by dr. joseph e. kummer, sponsored by the chem. engr. dept., rm. 269 chem eng. bldg.
4:40 pm lecture "masarion and literary criticism,gyorgy weisz", by prof. Leslie maroney, sponsored by the eng. dept., rare bk. mem. lib.
7:30 pm film, "play misty for me", sponsored by the howard-badin religious commission, howard hall
7 pm seminar, "on career and marriage", by prof. carol larson, howell hall
9 pm meeting, "a profile forum", sponsored by the howard-badin religious commission, howard hall.
7:30 pm film, "jedermann" sponsored by the german honor society, a film in german, lib. aud. free
7:30 pm american science, "origins and influence of late nineteenth-century american literature", by prof. william t. lenahan, carroll hall
8 pm talk, by dan devine nd football coach, sponsored by badin and fishe, fisher
9-11 pm nazz "jazz at the nazz", collection of modern jazz..entertainment, also available for basement of lafortune
midnight album hour, "never letting go", by phoebe snow

Scholastic seeks
Copy Editor
Scholastic magazine is now accepting applications for the position of Copy Editor. Anyone interested should bring an application to the Scholastic office, third floor Law Meadow by noon Monday. For further information, call Kathleen McEvoy at 6887.

Right to Life
Professor William T. Lenahan, chairman of the department of English at the University of Wisconsin (Madison), will speak on "Frustrated Idealism and Frustrated Form in Late Nineteenth Century American Literature," his part of the American Studies Series, and will focus primarily on the work of Stephen Crane, and Kate Chopin.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS HOURS
Every Wed, 7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m., office on 1st floor LaMants

Gail Mandell & Cathy Hodges will answer your questions about grades, your major, finding a tutor, etc. They have open ears

All students welcome
Senior Trip rumors untrue
by Rosemary Miles
The Student Staff Reporter

Plans for the Senior Class trip remain unchanged, according to class president Pat Flynn. The remark was made in response to rumors of all or part of the trip’s cancellations.

Tom O’Neill, chairperson for the trip, explained that rumors started when students learned of a strike against Trans International Airlines. The private charter company had been contracted as one of the planes to fly seniors to San Francisco. An alternate plane will be provided by World Airways.

The 22-day old strike caused students to speculate that the trip would be cancelled, or those scheduled for the Trans International flight would be unable to go. “My phone has been going nuts,” stated O’Neill.

According to O’Neill, the strike did not allow the class to break the contract with Trans International. He then had to decide between contracting another plane or using only one. The second plane is chartering from American Airlines.

The chairperson of the board of Trans International, a Notre Dame alumnus, who had originally been contacted about the flight, provided the solution. According to Mary Lou Marshall, class vice-president, the alumnus worked with James W. Frick, Vice-President for Public Relations and Development, to arrange for the alternate plane.

The World Airways stretch DC-8 will leave South Bend carrying 252 passengers. Another 173 seniors will travel to Chicago by motor coach to meet their American Airlines 707. In San Francisco, the seniors will stay at the Jack Tar Hotel in Union Square.

O’Neill commented that some damage to the plans will be worked out, but that everything should be settled within a few days. A general meeting for all taking the trip will be held Monday evening at 7 in the Engineering Auditorium. O’Neill stressed the importance of this meeting, as all details of the trip will be given at this meeting.

Church plans ramped entrance
During the week of Nov. 7 a ramped entrance will be built on the east side of Sacred Heart Church, according to Bob Kieran Ryan, assistant vice-president for Business Affairs.

The present concrete walk in front of the entrance will be removed and replaced by a new concrete ramp covered with lime­ stone.

This project is part of Notre Dame’s program to improve accessibility to campus facilities for the physically handicapped.

The entrance to Sacred Heart Church will be out of service until Friday, Nov. 10th.

Booker to speak
Prof. Frank Booker of the Notre Dame law School will present a lecture, “The German Experience of Murder for Public Conveni­ ence,” Thursday at noon in Room 115 of the Law Building.

The lecture is sponsored by Notre Dame Lawyers for Life and the ND/SMC Right to Life Committee. Students, faculty and staff are invited to attend.

Campus groups oppose groundkeeper lay-off
by Dave Rumbach
Senior Staff Reporter

The recent University decision to lay off 21 groundkeepers, as the workers were attempting to unionize, has been met with opposition from several campus groups—most notably Student Government and the Council of La Raza.

Student Body Vice-President Tom Soma stated that Student Government is supporting a petition asking that the groundkeepers be retained and that their rights to bargain collectively be honored by the University.

Ricardo Parra, head of the Council of La Raza, announced his board’s support for the petition in South Bend and among Spanish-speaking Catholics as well as within the Notre Dame community.

Parra, along with a second year law student, Joe Bracamonte, wrote the petition.

Bracamonte reported that there was some evidence of a binding Catholic canon demanding that Catholic universities support unionization. “There is some talk of initiating canonical procedures,” Bracamonte stated, adding that definite action in that direction has not yet been taken.

Support for the groundkeepers has also come from individual students. Fran Evans, a junior, reported that she, along with other students, had planned to draft a petition of their own when they learned of the “La Raza” petition. Evans forecast that an extensive letter writing campaign and a “general and overall student effort and reaction” would be necessary if the grounds crew is to be maintained.

Campus Ministry and the Committee for Social Justice were noncommittal when asked about the course of action they would take in dealing with the controversy.

Ed Gallney, head of the Committee for Social Justice, a group designed to translate Christian ideals into effective action, stated that he could not reveal his sub-committee’s intentions until they had been made known to the entire committee. The Committee for Social Justice is a subcommittee of the newly formed University Committee on Education for Justice.

Fr. William Toody, head of Campus Ministry, added that a Minis­ try committee has been exploring the problem, but that no course of action has yet been decided upon.

Freight derail at St. Mary’s
A Penn Central freight train on its way from Niles to South Bend derailed on St. Mary’s campus at approximately 7 p.m. yesterday, knocking the College’s main en­ trance for a little over two hours.

According to company spokes­ men, the mishap was caused by a defective switch. Workmen sent in from Niles spent about 30 minutes pulling the train back on the track with clamps known as “frogs.”

No heavy equipment was needed, according to the men, because one car was empty and the other was carrying a few tons of water.

Delays in repairing the problem caused by difficulties in bringing the equipment in from Niles.

Union meeting postponed
The hearing this morning be­ tween Trans International and the University of Notre Dame was indefinitely postponed. The post­ ponement was announced by the National Labor Relations Board due to the difficulty.

The hearing was to determine whether a representation election should be held among 21 groundkeepers if they were wanted to be unionized.

An appropriation bill on how­ ever federal funding should go to financially strapped Trans Inter­ national. The NRLRB cannot receive the case until the money issue is resolved.

“We are trying to reschedule the meeting at the earliest possible date,” said Mike Lawrence of Local 364. “We want it rescheduled at the earliest date because of the bad effects the delay would have on the workers,” Lawrence added.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court, preparing to hear arguments in a controversial civil rights case, was urged by eleven black House members Monday to uphold their affirmative action programs to insure jobs and schooling for minority applicants.

In an indirect way, the U.S. Civil Rights Commission made the same plea as it released a report defending such programs as necessary to compensate minorities and women for past discrimination.

The leaders of the Black Caucus and the commission took their positions in sound bites of oral arguments scheduled today in the Supreme Court in the case of the University of California versus Allan Bakke.

They said there had been a gap in the high court's decision two decades ago that the burdens of unemployment, poverty and discrimination facing blacks and other minorities could not be alleviated by constitutional means.

The commission, unfortunately, has no constitutional mandate that equality and freedom must be meaningful concepts for all the citizens of our country," the caucus said in a brief submitted as an amicus brief.

"Any vacillation or hesitation by this court in reaffirming the fundamental principles at stake in this case may well sound the death knell of a progress much sooner than this court's decision" overturning school desegregation in 1954, the caucus continued.

In its report, the Civil Rights Commission called affirmative action programs "promising instruments in obtaining equality of opportunity."

The commission statement did not deal directly with the Bakke case, but contained obvious references to the forthcoming court ruling.

"A new decision implying that in 1977 this nation has reached a state of progress sufficient to justify the abandonment of any significant component of affirmative action programs would have disastrous consequences," the commission said.

Art Gallery features rare French photographs

Rare photographs of French life and culture at the turn of the century will be exhibited during the month of October in the Art Gallery. The one-man traveling works of Eugene Atget, pioneer photographer, are part of the collection of the George Eastman House of Photography.

Atget, born in 1858, did not begin working as a photographer until he was 40 years old. Using cumbersome equipment and working in the early light of dawn when the streets were deserted, Atget photographed both the elegant side of Parisian life and its back alleys. The 40 original prints on display at Notre Dame record the city's cultural treasures, the wealthy neighborhoods and rich architectural details, the fashionable parks, as well as the store windows and homes of its working class.

The photographer has been called primitive because of old-fashioned techniques and equipment and the apparent naivete of his approach. The honesty of his works and the clarity of their details, however, exhibit a quiet eloquence and a complex and sophisticated vision.

Several hundred photographs from this project, recognized by Berenice Abbott, an American photographer who recognized his talents. Also on exhibit at Notre Dame, where gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 1 to 5 p.m. on weekends, are photographs from the West and Southwest, Pre-Columbian sculpture and textiles from the permanent collection. Art Faculty works, and Amnesty International Posters.

Sir Victor's Discount Liquidor

413 Hickory Rd. S. Bend

Beer Specials

QUARTS: BUSCH 5.99 case STROH'S 6.25 case

CANS: STROH'S 12oz 5.19 case FALSTAFF 12 oz. 4.79 case

Lowest Beer Prices in Town!

Special Liquor Discounts to N - SMC students
Call ahead for quantity orders - 286-9731

COLOR WALLET SPECIAL

$2.98

Bring this coupon to

a Melon Photo Center, and get 12 wallet size color pictures for only $2.98 from your favorite color photo.

Offer good until

9/30/77

Free sign-up. No limit.

Atch this coupon to outside of envelope.

COLOR WALLET SPECIAL

Mar-Man Pharmacy, 426 W. Michigan
Park at McDonald's

"Student Check" cashed with SMC-ND ID card

10% Discount with I.D.

Come to Where the Krunch Is!

FISH & CHIPS
SHRIMP
CHICKEN
KRUNCH PUP
CHOWDER

LEMON LUV (dessert)
DRINKS - PEPSI
LEMONADE
ICED TEA

409 LWW
Mishawaka
1733 N Ironwood Rd.
South Bend
Biological revolution called greatest in history

by Marian Ullely
Senior Staff Reporter

"We're in the midst of the greatest revolution of human history, the biological revolution," Ted Howard, People's Business Commission (PBC) member, told an audience of 100 last night in the Library auditorium.

In his lecture, "Who Should Play God?", Howard discussed the implications of genetic engineering in modern society. According to the self-styled "political activist," in the last 25 years, "our knowledge regarding the essence of life, the gene, has just exploded, and we're getting to the stage where we can apply this knowledge socially. "However, he empha-

ized, the genetic studies should be controlled. "Such scientific breakthroughs as recombinant DNA will give men the future option of controlling the evolution of themselves and other forms of life, Howard stated. In recent experiments, scientists have studied DNA structure, synthesized individual cells, regulated cell sizes, and fused cells of different species. Such studies "are significant, if not more so, than the splitting of the atom," he added.

"It adds up to the awesome truth that if we can't create new life now, we're standing on the threshold," Howard stressed. "The questions that we control! Genetic engineering is a highly centralized process, and someone will have the last word."

Quoting scientists including Dr. Joseph Fletcher, University of Virginia School of Medicine, and Dr. George Wall, Nobel prize winner and retired Harvard biology professor, and such periodicals as Science Magazine, published by the National Academy of Sciences, Howard explained that bioengineering creates the possibility of building a better human race "out of the chemicals that make us up."

However, Howard warned, "I do not think we can discover such great truths and not take the responsibility for their implication."

If genetic study moves from experimental progress to actual performance, specifications for an improved human world will emerge. "Who will set the specifications? What are some of the wild fantasies of genetic engineers?" Howard asked. Commenting on the "marvelous diversity" of body types and racial backgrounds in the audience, he added, "What is a 'better' human being?"

Howard speculated on the future size of genetic engineers. "With the development of such methods as cloning and artificial insemination, "sea, as a technique for reproduction, is becoming outdated," he remarked.

As an example, he cited the following future possibility. "After a baby's birth, genetic material could be removed, followed by the child's sterilization. A committee would watch the child's growth and note any physical and social characteristics. If these traits were considered acceptable for future individuals, the original genetic material would be preserved for later reproduction. If the traits were not suitable, the genes would be destroyed."

According to Howard, cloning, the process of using a single body cell to reproduce itself into an entire individual, could provide vast medical possibilities. "Since a clone would be the identical image of a person, the two would have a free exchange of organs with no danger of rejection," he explained. After citing the pro's and con's of bioengineering, Howard admitted, "When laboratory technology is combined with the raw knowledge of genetic makeup, the result is very powerful." Emphasizing that a genetic society "is not only a possibility but inevitable" in America, he concluded, "I put it to you. What would you be willing to have done to you genetically?"

Howard has investigated genetic engineering and recombinant DNA with Jeremy Rifkin, PBC director, to testify before a House subcom- mission on Health and the Environment. His lecture was sponsored by the Student Union Academic Commission.

Israelis accept proposal

Jerusalem [AP]—The Israeli cabinet accepted "without any dissenters or reservations" a new U.S. proposal for reconvening a Middle East peace conference at Geneva, Cabinet Secretary Arish Naor said last night.

Prime Minister Menachem Begin said the cabinet meeting last night. (photo by Doug Christian)

Ted Howard of PBC spoke on the biological revolution in the Library auditorium last night. (photo by Doug Christian)

Girls Scouts need volunteers

The Girl Scouts of Singing Sands Council is offering opportunities to work with girls in Spanish American, Black or American Indian areas in low-income areas or migrant camps in the South Bend area.

Adult volunteers are needed to serve as leaders, assistants, and special project consultants. These positions entail a few hours a week and are often related to coursework in several departments. Training is provided.

Those interested should write to: Project Director, Girl Scouts of Singing Sands, 1625 N. Ironwood Drive, South Bend, IN 46635, or call Gloria Herron or Jan Marshall at 277-9000.

Our styled collection includes: COMEDY OF ERRORS (Acts 1-5) includes: 4 PLAYS BY J.B. STRAVINSKY

O'Laughlin Auditorium

SEASON TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE...

notre dame student union & sunshine promotions presents

introducing

The Norton Buffalo Stampede

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21
8:00PM

Notre Dame ACC

Tickets: $8.00, $7.00

All Seats Reserved

on sale now at the ACC box office & the student union box office
One Hundred Percent

Two weeks ago, the students of Notre Dame and St. Mary's united with members of the South Bend community to protest a cut-back in state funds for the mentally disabled. Members of the state budget committee were angrily advised to reconsider their priorities and to visit Logan Center to witness the wonderful accomplishments of the programs their action would threat.

The concern demonstrated by many, including students from ND-SMC, was a key factor in restoring state funds for the mentally handicapped. Valuable programs such as those at Logan Center will continue to operate largely because enough people showed their support.

This week students are being asked to support a number of deserving programs through the United Way campaign. Each year the fate and effectiveness of organizations such as the Boy Scouts, the Red Cross and the American Cancer Society are determined in large part by the support of the United Way Drive.

We have all been witnesses to the important accomplishments of at least some of these programs: Many of us were in scouting or took part in various of these activities such as the Boy Scouts, the Catholic Youth Organization and the American Red Cross through the United Way campaign. Each year the fate and effectiveness of organizations such as the Boy Scouts, the Catholic Youth Organization and the American Red Cross is determined in large part by the support of the United Way campaign.

The United Way campaign will continue through next Monday. Seek out your barrel captain or your section leader and make it work for all of us.

Rationing important papers

Dear Editor:

Notre Dame has once again expressed its grave concern over the well-being of its children--this time from an unexpected source. Joseph O'Brien, Athletic Director (most unexpected!), revealed in Friday's Observer the serious threat to the health of fans--one of the goals and accomplishments of at least some of these programs: Many of us were in scouting or took part in YMA and YWA activities; we have seen films and pictures of disaster victims being sheltered, clothed and fed through the Red Cross; some of us have friends or relatives who are fighting cancer.

All of these causes depend on United Way funds for support. The goal of this year's campaign is 109 percent participation by the student body. In the past, the United Way has quoted a figure and hoped that more generous students would take up the slack for those who did not contribute. This year the orchestrators are challenging everyone to examine or her priorities, to reflect on the goals and accomplishments of United Way programs, and to contribute something "from the heart." It is one thing not to take negative action, as Gov. Bowen did in not cutting funds for the mentally handicapped. But the other thing is to show one's support and more deserving of merit--it is to take a positive and stand support it in a tangible way.

The United Way campaign will continue through next Monday. Seek out your barrel captain or your section leader and make it work for all of us.

Caring about members

Dear Editor:

This is in response to the letter written by Mr. John Barlow in last week's Observer.

On the word of reliable inside sources, the administration is taking steps to control the dangerous blast waves created by people sneezing in public. One possible solution: Intranasal mufflers.

Robert Jacques

Police use restraint

Dear Editor:

We urge the University of Notre Dame not to lay off its grounds crew. The University should recognize the right of its workers to bargain collectively and be represented. It should recognize the bargaining rights of its workers to be represented by a labor union. It should cease and desist with this action. Last year he agreed to contract the groundskeeping out to an outside firm is the result of a well-thought-out plan and not any attempt to put me in a corner.

The Vue of Life's Flury

Free and simple

Dear Editor:

Wonderful to be Mr. David L. Cwik and knowing how to read and to mate. More, Mr. Cwik enjoys intelligent, attentive readers. They make him one of the boys.

The people who read The Observer need give the matter no thought. How fortunate in our midst.

A man who knows natural from not.

Eager to share his wisdom, Mr. Cwik is in the right direction. He defines the nature of freedom and explains behavior decadent.

Is it possible his genius goes further? Let's find how to read and to mate.

Alas, we should be ready for wonders from a man with knowledge so great.

Daniel Burr

Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A.

As a member of the class of 1978, I have been informed that my soul! But never stagnation--what is next but stagnation.

Chief Molnar, the women of Notre Dame and St. Mary's appreciate the restraint and courage of the South Bend police. Would-be reporters, take note.
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Charles anhut

by Garry Trudeau
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An Intellectual Thing

Joan Luttmer

You have probably looked twice at the "Alan Larkin" print exhibit posters hanging in O'Shaugnessy. You may have even taken one back to the dorm to hang next to the football schedule. So much for art you concede. But art is alive and well and living in the fieldhouse. Besides the posters and painting union, the fieldhouse boasts lots, the student gallery.

The first Isis show this year presents the graphics of Alan Larkin. It opened last Thursday informally with Notre Dame students wandering in through their way to the library. The Notre Dame Art faculty stopped in and brought their children. At this particular opening IUSB professors and students stopped and congratulated Larkin on the show. The artist himself, in vest and suit pants welcomed his friends. Billy Hasselt, his director and Kathy Robinson, reception committee have home-made bread and cheese ready at the opening.

The informal atmosphere and well chosen shows make the Isis visit well worth the study detour. Enter the fieldhouse through the double doors marked with "University Arts Center," that are on the east side of the building. Take the first hallway to the left and you've arrived.

Until October 14, the prints by Alan Larkin will be featured. Larkin currently teaches at Indiana University in South Bend. Fresh from Penn State's graduate school he had the good fortune to be hired by IUSB after they saw his work at the College Art Association conference last year. His undergrad work was done at Carleton College, in Minnesota. Carlson's program stresses printmaking but early influences in graphic technique came from home. Alan's father, Eugene and brother, Andy, print etchings and lithographs. Eugene Larkin teaches art at the University of Minnesota.

Besides the strong predilection towards graphics from his father, Alan Larkin cites influences from Holbien and Degas. For Larkin "art is an intellectual thing" with involvement and complexity. That philosophy rules out simple compositions and minimal art.

Larkin's media include pastel, intaglio processes, lithography, charcoal, and pencil. Subjects range from The Plague of Locusts to Abstracted Figure Compositions. It is almost a "something for everyone show." he acknowledges realistic, objective art in his pencil studies and portraits, notably Small Portrait of Susan. Other prints are evidenced by a more stylized technique. The color lithograph, Girl Writing a Letter seems to reflect a wordcut in the drawing of the figure. The stylistic montage continues with the Abstracted Figure Compositions. These three Abstract Figure Compositions are executed in charcoal and are composed of organic shapes in high contrast. But generally each piece was unrelated to the next with no obvious progression.

Larkin explained his direction is towards the mumble and abstraction of "The Wasteland". The subtle techniques he displays in that etching are mirrored in the delicate six color litho, The Creation of the World Through Light. That particular litho, and Melancholy Girl, highlight a diverse and puzzling show.

Visit Isis and judge for yourself the craft and art of Alan Larkin. Hopefully he'll be returning to Isis for a joint show with his father and brother. Other upcoming shows include sculpture for a joint show with his father and brother. Other upcoming shows include sculpture by Rob Lipnick, work from the graduate students in photography and visiting photographer, Rod Laronik. Watch also for films and slide shows in his, the student gallery.

Lyndon Johnson Bared His Scars

Bryan Gruley

This album sees the collision of two of Neil Young's most closely held idiosyncrasies: that he likes to make his music natural and often really terrible sounding, and that, despite his constant pleadings to art and non-commerciality, he still knows how to make a hit song. Harvest is a big success.

Young's musical prowess is somewhat limited, especially when it comes to singing. But this has been part sinner in his claims to attempt the creation of art. His singing here is characteristically scratchy and offkey, but this tends to the despairs time Young invariably infuses into his songs. Linda Ronstadt and EmmyLou Harris lend their voices on a few of the cuts, said time and again and yet Young remains a dominant figure in the folk-rock realm. American Stars 'n' Bars doesn't do much to quiet critics of Young's musical talents, but it does evidence that Young is for the most adding some fullness and depth to Young's rather sparse voicings. The guitar here is very reminiscent of Young's earlier work with Crazy Horse, though it explores no ground that Young hasn't ventured into before.

Young's talent for the production of commercially-appealing Neil Young emerges again with "Like a Hurricane," a simple rock jam that displays the raw improvisational style of Young and his Crazy Horse band. "Will to Love," somewhat less commercial but as poorly produced as "Like a Hurricane," is nevertheless a moving number that accentuates Young's position as the searching romantic. Much of one side of the album, chronologically the most recently recorded side, is country flavored, featuring both violins and slide guitar. "Saddle Up the Palominos," Young's sarcastic treatment of an extramartial affair, and "Bit the Bullet," a song that sounds straight out of Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere, highlight this side. Though prettiness may not beget the distinction of "legendary" on the Neil Young album list, American Stars 'n' Bars certainly deserves the considerate accolades accorded earlier efforts. While some may find Young's musicianship again unsatisfactory, his fans can be glad for the familiar energy exuded by Young and the omnipresent Crazy Horse.

Lyndon Johnson Bared His Scars

Wednesday, October 12, 1977
by Kevin Walsh  Senior Staff Reporter

Fr. William Toohey, director of Campus Ministry, has taken exception to a recent Newsweek article in which the International Synod of Bishops expressed fear that there exists "a crisis of Catholic youth who have drifted away from the millions from the Pope's flock."

Citing recent Gallup poll findings which reveal that in the past few years, "there has been a resurgence in religion, especially among young adults," Toohey declared that there is a startling amount of interest and faith in religion among young people today.

Conversely, members of the synod, held last week in Rome, noted the decline in formal religious instruction; confusion, ambivalence, and alienation within the church; and "the collapse of traditional neighborhood and family bonds" as the reasons why industrialized countries are experiencing an alarming exodus by youth from the Church.

The bishops, however, ignored studies by sociologist Fr. Andrew Greeley which found that the papalization was a cause of youth collapse of the church; and according to Richard Lamanna, "The primary teachers of faith are the parents," stated Lamanna. "This fact is not peer groups and religious education secondaries of learning."

Fr. Robert Griffin, University Chaplain, is also concerned about this lack of faith mentioned by Burchetta. According to Griffin, "Great impersonalness in parish worship has led people to feel alienated." He went on to say, "The large weekly church gatherings where the priest tries to reach everybody's needs no longer works. The priest, in attempting to reach everybody, actually speaks to nobody."

Griffin also worries how the faith can be conveyed in classes where it is judged by impulsive, emotional concerns rather than careful analysis of its actual religious content. "This is an example of the momentary instance of a high school theology class in which Salinger's Catcher in the Rye is required reading. Toohey confirmed Griffin's belief by granting permission for the inclusion of content of faith. Faith is little more than a hollow statement built on sand unless it involves a commitment.

Toohey also faults church administrators for the breakdown of the nuclear family and close community ties evident in the Rye is required reading. Toohey confirmed Griffin's belief by granting permission for the inclusion of content of faith. Faith is little more than a hollow statement built on sand unless it involves a commitment.

"The cognitive must be accompanied by an interesting package for youth and old, will continue to know a lot of information about God without ever really knowing God in a personal, intimate way. This is necessary for authentic, biblical faith."

Helen of Troy contest begins

A "Helen of Troy" contest sponsored by Student Union begins today and will run through next Tuesday. The object of the contest is to find where Helen is hidden throughout the campus in the "Personal" section of The Observer.

The winner will receive a Homecoming ticket, a variety pack of Miller beer T-shirts and posters, and an Asian-style water pipe. A few other items such as a pickup truck, a CB radio and a poster of Paul McCartney, a stereo set (but no records), a stack of magazines (Martha Stewart, Seventeen, High Times, Glamour) and drug paraphernalia such as cigarettes, pipes, a hash pipe and an acid blister pack.

Proving that the high school yearbook portrait of the same class of Highland Park High School outside Chicago, the editors hoped that the students' pictures would provide the key to the insight into "the true texture and the fads and the fashions of today's young." In fact, the contents of the package provide an interesting picture of the lifestyle of teenage America — and a distinct "fashion junk food.

The largest number of future artifacts were articles of clothing, reflecting the casual ambience of today's teenage culture, for footwear, the students chose Frye boots, sandal, sneakers and platform shoes. Their basic wardrobe consists of blue jeans, painter's pants, ties, and a down vest. The accessories they favor are color bands, gold chains, religious necklaces and — in a concession to technology — a digital watch.

The next group of "70s memorabilia could be loosely categorized as "entertainment," a frisbee, tickets to concerts by Led Zeppelin and Paul McCartney, a stereo set (but no records), a stack of magazines (Martha Stewart, Seventeen, High Times, Glamour) and drug paraphernalia such as cigarettes, pipes, a hash pipe and an acid blister pack.

A few other items such as a pickup truck, a CB radio and a poster of Paul McCartney, a stereo set (but no records), a stack of magazines (Martha Stewart, Seventeen, High Times, Glamour) and drug paraphernalia such as cigarettes, pipes, a hash pipe and an acid blister pack.

Proving that the high school yearbook portrait of the same class of Highland Park High School outside Chicago, the editors hoped that the students' pictures would provide the key to the insight into "the true texture and the fads and the fashions of today's young." In fact, the contents of the package provide an interesting picture of the lifestyle of teenage America — and a distinct "fashion junk food.

The largest number of future artifacts were articles of clothing, reflecting the casual ambience of today's teenage culture, for footwear, the students chose Frye boots, sandal, sneakers and platform shoes. Their basic wardrobe consists of blue jeans, painter's pants, ties, and a down vest. The accessories they favor are color bands, gold chains, religious necklaces and — in a concession to technology — a digital watch.
Student Government organizes ‘cash reserve’

by Jerry Perez

Five thousand dollars of unallocated funds, shown in this year’s Student Government budget, is the strategic cash reserve (SCR), will "open many doors and discourage short-run management of money," according to J.P. Russell, chairman of the Board of President’s Council. The SCR was proposed by Russell and adopted by the Student Government Board of Commissioners during the recent allocation of funds to various student organizations.

Russell stated that the reserve provides a certain flexibility to the budget. "Without it," he remarked, "there would be an extreme dependence over-standardizing that was budgeted. The SCR makes it possible to provide for unforeseen student needs. Now worthwhile projects not specifically mentioned in the budget could be pulled off." Student Government Treasurer Pete Tobben explained that the existence of the strategic cash reserve is due to a $25000 increase in allocable funds. Instead of directly allocating all the money, the Board of Commissioners decided to create the reserve "should anything come up.”

Russell outlined several reasons for the SCR. According to him, the reserve will prevent unauthorized spending. If it is not used, he explained, that an organization cancels a project or strays from its proposed intentions, that organization’s funds may be revoked and deposited in the SCR. Russell noted that the additional authority thus conferred on the Student Government treasurer allows for a tighter budget.

The SCR, Russell added, will also prevent automatic spending. He pointed out that all funds provided by student activity fees need not be allocated indiscriminately or at one time. Why encourage excessive spending? There is no reason for doling out funds when there is no real use for them," he observed.

Tobben emphasized that the availability of extra funds does not necessarily mean they will be allocated. "It’s possible that the reserve will remain untouched and added to next year’s funds," he said.

Russell noted that the revenues accumulated over the years could finance "major outlays of cash." He cited as an example the $20,000 allocated from last year’s operating budget to buy Student Union refrigerators. He suggested that the strain on the budget might have been prevented if funds like those in the SCR had been available.

The SCR is simply wise financial management," Russell summarized.

Both Russell and Tobben indicated the removal of LaFortune as a possible use of extra funds. Both stressed that the money is not intended for bailing out organizations who mismanage original funds. They recognized, however, that some organizations like the Cultural Arts Commission, through no fault of their own, traditionally lose money. "For commissions such as these, the reserve may be useful," Tobben concluded.

Cost: $200 million

Toll Road needs updating

GART, Ind. (AP) - State taxpayers are footing a $200 million bill to bring the Indiana Toll Road up to federal specifications in the next decade, the chairman of the toll road commission says.

In addition, says chairman James T. Robinson, unless state law is changed, Hoosiers may end up paying a $5 million annual maintenance bill for the 156-mile highway, which stretches across the northern part of the state. And that Robinson said, is unfair because the road is used mostly by out-of-state commercial vehicles.

The federal part of the problem stems from an agreement by the toll road commission 15 years ago to construct the toll road as a federal-aid project. After being given $1.5 million in federal funds, the Indiana Toll Road Commission realized the reclamation of the road was an $8 million project. The money was not available from the state highway fund.

"When you tell the state you are spending a $200 million bill to bring the Indiana Toll Road up to federal specifications in the next decade, the chairman of the toll road commission says."

Also to get federal aid, the state highway fund was changed, Hoosiers may end up footing a $5 million annual maintenance bill for the 156-mile highway, which stretches across the northern part of the state. And that Robinson said, is unfair because the road is used mostly by out-of-state commercial vehicles.

The federal part of the problem stems from an agreement by the toll road commission 15 years ago to do this by putting the toll road commission in the federal system. The biggest single expense would be about 14 $200 million, funded the highway is retired.

What Russell outlined several reasons for the SCR. According to him, the reserve will prevent unauthorized spending. If it is not used, he explained, that an organization cancels a project or strays from its proposed intentions, that organization’s funds may be revoked and deposited in the SCR. Russell noted that the additional authority thus conferred on the Student Government treasurer allows for a tighter budget.

The SCR, Russell added, will also prevent automatic spending. He pointed out that all funds provided by student activity fees need not be allocated indiscriminately or at one time. Why encourage excessive spending? There is no reason for doling out funds when there is no real use for them," he observed.

Tobben emphasized that the availability of extra funds does not necessarily mean they will be allocated. "It’s possible that the reserve will remain untouched and added to next year’s funds," he said.

Russell noted that the revenues accumulated over the years could finance "major outlays of cash." He cited as an example the $20,000 allocated from last year’s operating budget to buy Student Union refrigerators. He suggested that the strain on the budget might have been prevented if funds like those in the SCR had been available.

The SCR is simply wise financial management," Russell summarized.

Both Russell and Tobben indicated the removal of LaFortune as a possible use of extra funds. Both stressed that the money is not intended for bailing out organizations who mismanage original funds. They recognized, however, that some organizations like the Cultural Arts Commission, through no fault of their own, traditionally lose money. "For commissions such as these, the reserve may be useful," Tobben concluded.

PLAYBOY'S FIRST COLLEGE BASKETBALL PREVIEW

Following our long and amazingly accurate tradition of pre-season college football predictions, this month's PLAYBOY debuts our first College Basketball Preview. A complete rundown of the teams and players most likely to excel in this season's battle of the campus backboards. Since your school is in the running, you'll want to check it out. Also in this issue: Billy Carter speaks out on beer, women and his brother, the President. A blood-curdling interview with ex-IIdi Amin health minister Henry Kyemba, Sex to Cinema, a so-you-think-you're-creative quiz, Bonuses of '77 and a whole lot more. All in November PLAYBOY. At newsstands now.
Rick Rhoden, the fifth Los Angeles pitcher. Rhoden walked Thurman Munson, who had doubled home what seemed to be the winning run four innings earlier. That brought up Blair, who had replaced Reggie Jackson in right field in the ninth inning.

But Baker evaded the tags of first baseman Chris Chambliss in the rundown and scrambled safely back to first. It was a vital play because a moment later, Steve Yeager walked—moving Baker, the tying run, into scoring position.

That finished Gullett, and Lyle—hero of the American League playoffs—came on to face Larry. It was a showdown between the Yankees’ ace reliever and a utility man who had batted just .266 in only 75 games all season.

But the utility man won the confrontation, ripping a single to left that scored Baker with the tying run.

Lacrosse Club wins finale

In weekend play, the Irish lacrosse team defeated the Chicago lacrosse club 11 to eight. The game began with a bleak outlook for the Irish as the Chicago team dominated play for the first quarter. But the defense showed their amazing ability as they allowed only one goal.

The offense adjusted in the second quarter and came on with a burst of four goals. They kept the lead for the rest of the game. In the third quarter the Irish came alive with six more tallies and built a 10-4 lead. Jim Scarola played an excellent game and led all scorers with four goals. Pat Clynes added a hat trick.

Notre Dame Student Union & Sunshine Present

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 5 7:30 pm

NOTRE DAME A.C.C.
All Seats Reserved; $8.50 & $7.50

On sale now at ACC box office, Student ticket office, Alden’s S. Bend, & Concord-Hiatt, First Bank. Main Branch early. Student Union Box Office, Student Union, at Notre Dame; The Record, The Record Joint-Main, The Elkhart Truth and South Bend Tribune.

Tonight is Foxy Lady Night!

• $100 Cash to the Foxiest Lady
• WRBR’s R. C. Rogers
• Prizes
• Surprises

SHULA’S NITE CLUB
On U.S. 31 between South Bend & Elkhart Park - Ph. 383-6232
CONTINUOUS ENTERTAINMENT FROM 8 P.M. TILL 2 A.M.
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LOST: One pair of bi-located glasses at pay phone. Contact Keith, 1391.

WANTED: Pre-owned Boston Celtics equipment. Call Chris at 1311.

WANTED: Pair of old skates for Mora partymon Friday night.

WANTED: Black leather wallet in ACC. Personal items are important to owner.

WANTED: Found: Pair of shye's shoes for Mora party on Monday Friday night.


WANTED: Wrong day, wrong time. Contact Keith, 1391.

WANTED: Black leather wallet in ACC basketball program. Reward.

WANTED: Found: Pair of shye's shoes for Mora party on Monday Friday night.

WANTED: Black leather wallet at Saturday, October 13th, 10:45 a.m. in Library audi- torium.

WANTED: Call Mrs. Leonard, 8041.

WANTED: Silver rim glasses in program at ACC. To claim then call 3315.


WANTED: Black leather wallet on Saturday, October 13th, 10:45 a.m. in Library audi- torium.


WANTED: Lost: Pump on Fri. Oct. 7 near Nick's. Black with brown and white on meshing on chest area. Please call John at 3704.

WANTED: Silver wire rim glasses found on Oct. 4. To claim then call 3315.


WANTED: Lost: A blue New Bay roller skate with white trim on the top of the roller skate. Call Frank at 3215.

WANTED: Silver rim glasses in program at ACC. To claim then call 3315.

WANTED: Lost: a pair of ACC basketball program. Reward.

WANTED: SLOMC IC and other valuable items lost during ACC game. Reward.

WANTED: Lost: Majestic, somewhere between Meade building and dormitory. If found, please return to Office of Counseling.


WANTED: Black leather wallet found on Oct. 3 in S. Dining Hall. Return and no questions asked. 272-5767.

LOST: Student tickets. 800-200 for your first day wait. One percent interest. Due in thirty days. LaFayette basement, M-F, 9-5.

LOST: Student tickets. 800-200 for your first day wait. One percent interest. Due in thirty days. LaFayette basement, M-F, 9-5.

LOST: Gay community at Notre Dame guide to M-F, Monday to Sunday. 9:00-5:00.

LOST: Gay community of ND info file. Fri and Sat. 10-12 pm. 8700.

LOST: 1200; $300; 900; $100; 500; $50; 200; $20; 100; $10. Reward for information on all items. Remember: We OPEN TUES 11. JOHN for info.

Bus service to Chicago every Saturday this semester. Buses arrive at the circle at 5:00. For tickets and info call, 3330. Student tickets. 800-200 for your first day wait. One percent interest. Due in thirty days. LaFayette basement, M-F, 9-5.

Organizational meeting for all students interested in participating in the Notre Dame Women's Athletic Dept. or call 881.

Logan volunteers and interested students Montana basketball game on this Wednesday night. Meet in the gym and bus in the gym. Any questions, call Anthony at 291-1561 or 242-1505.

Somebody in need of mental or physical help. Please call Mrs. Donnelly, 223-0746. Hours: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Part-time, choose your own hours. Interested in working with local magazine. Must have car. Call Outdoors, 234-2103.

Learn how to pay powder tickets in the presence of LaFayette Student Union center or call your student manager on duty for help.

SALE: For sale: 2 GA USC tickets. Best offer. $800.

TICKETS FOR SALE: Two GA basketball tickets for best offer. Call Greg Gray.

SALE: For sale: 1 season ticket. Call 834.

AUDIO OUTLET: Stereo wanted: 4 tickets together to any home game. Need someone pre-recorded 8 tracks and cassettes - ____ . Please call Jim 500-2940.

RECORDS: only $5.45. Flanner records, 322 Flanner.

ANNOUNCER: For sale: 2 GA USC tickets for best offer. Phone 234-6040.

RECORDS: For sale: 2 GA USC tickets for best offer. Phone 234-6040.
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The National Soccer team has now put together a string of impressive victories over Xavier and in its first year of varsity competition.

The team's first victory, a 9-0 win over St. Mary's, was followed by a 3-0 loss to the New York Cosmos. This was the team's first loss of the season, as they went on to win their next two games against the New York Red Bulls and the New York City FC.

In its first year of varsity competition, the team has already shown great promise, with victories against some of the top teams in the country.

The team's next game is scheduled for Saturday, where they will be facing the New York Red Bulls at-home. Expect another exciting game as the team continues to build on their early success.

---

Yankees topple LA

NEW YORK (AP) - Paul Blair, in the ninth inning for his second straight game, led off with a double and scored on Steve Clevenger's single as the New York Yankees topped the Los Angeles Dodgers, 4-3 Tuesday night in a thrilling opening game of the 1977 World Series.

Sparky Lee lasted 11 consecutive innings as the Yankees' first four batters reached safely before the rookie reliever was removed in the fifth. The Dodgers started four relievers in an effort to contain New York's mighty offense.

Monte Towlie

Free Agents and Trivia Answers

Towlie's Rags

How about drawing straws? That would be even more fun. Jerry Kapstein and Bob Wood will be laughing all the way to the bank.

As for the trivia column that ran last week, I got a pretty good response overall, but I also received a lot of feedback from Anne and Bob, who both bought me a beer at the final game after we won.

I'm trying to get all of the answers to the trivia column, but Anne didn't answer all of the questions. She suggested that I should do a couple of them on my own.

Kris Haines and John Quill-eyed. Here are the correct answers from last week's quiz:

The pitcher with 200 wins in Mill Peppa, Tom Stoverstien was the baton that Johnny Stenson pinch-hit for. In 1963, the Twins were 2-0-1, but the Twins ended the season 1-1-1.

The final goal came off the head of John Crotty for the 1-0 lead. Philadelphia's Maurice Richard scored his 1-0 lead.

The final goal came off the head of John Crotty for the 1-0 lead. Philadelphia's Maurice Richard scored his 1-0 lead.

Devine to speak

Head Football Coach Devine will speak in the Fisher Hall lecture series. This event is co-sponsored by the Fisher Hall Lecture Series and the Student Activities Office.

B-Ball Tryouts

Anyone interested in trying out for the 1977-78 basketball team should report to the Fisher Hall Lecture Series office at 10 a.m. on Saturday, October 15.

Tennis Tourney

Miami of Ohio, with four wins, will host the Miami of Ohio Tennis Tournament. The Southern States had no full-time players who qualified for the tournament.

Craig Witus, who was undefeated in the tournament, led Miami to victory.

Mike Gennett to Gerry Bills. Bill Veeck, that's what I'm saying. No matter, goals by Glenn Scarpelli and John Quill-eyed. Here are the correct answers from last week's quiz:
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